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Abstract

A

2-1/2

dimensional fully relativistic, fully electromagnetic

particle code is used to study a time evolution of nonlinear magnetoscnic
pulse propagating in the direction perpendicular to a magnetic field The
pulse is excited by an instantaneous piston acceleration, and evolves
totally self-consistently. Large amplitude pulse traps some ions and
accelerates them parallel to the wave front. They are detrapped when their
velocities become of the order of the sum of the E x B drift velocity and
the wave phase velocity, where E is the electric field in the direction of
wave propagation. The pulse develops into a quasi-shock wave in a
collisionless plasma by a dissipation due

to

the

resonant

ion

acceleration. Simple nonlinear wave theory for a cold plasma well
describes the shock properties observed in the simulation except for the
effects of resonant iois. In particular, magnitude of an electric
potential across the shock region is derived analytically and is found to
be in good agreement with our simulations. The potential jump is
proportional to B 2 , and hence the Exfi drift velocity of the trapped ions
is proportional to S.
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I. Introduction

It was shown theoretically by Sugihara and Midzuno1 2 that a strong
monochromatic electrostatic wave propagating perpendicular to an external
magnetic field can strongly accelerates the ions parallel to the wave
front within a short time period, t^-0(co~'Ci) where aci is the ion cyclotron
frequency. The large amplitude wave traps some particles whose velocities
are around the wave phase velocity, and accelerates them in the direction
of the wave propagation, say in the x-direction. The increased velocity vx
is continuously converted to the velocity vv by the Lorentz force; here we
have assumed that the wave propagates in the x-direction with the external
magnetic field in the z-direction. Hence, the velocity vx of the resonant
particles can stay long around the wave phase velocity vp ; the resonant
particles can interact with the electric field Ez of the wave much longer
than the ion cyclotron period or the bounce time in the wave trough. They
are detrapped when the kinetic energy is so large that the Lorentz force
overcomes the electric force of the wave. In this paper we call this
acceleration mechanism the v p x8 acceleration.
Recently Lembege et al3t
electromagnetic

particle

investigated, by means of a one dimensional
simulation,

the vpxB

acceleration by a

large-amplitude monochromatic magnetosonic wave. They observed that some
ions are accelerated and trapped in the potential troughs of the wave, and
as the theory predicts the particles are accelerated parallel to the wave
front.
In the theories of Refs.(1) and (2), they assumed that there is a
monochromatic electric field with constant amplitude, Ex=Eosin(kx-oit) , in
a magnetized plasma. Also, in the simulations of Refs.(3) and (4), they
imposed a propagating external

current
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with

constant

amplitude.

jy=josin(kx-oit) , to excite the magnetosonic wave. Hence the waves treated
in their theory and simulation were not totally self-consistent. Then,
some natural questions arise. What is the electric field strength of the
self-consistent nonlinaer magnetosonic wave ? Does the self-consistent
wave really give rise to the vpxB acceleration ? The profile and the
propagation speed of the nonlinear wave may also quite different from
those of the monochromatic (linear) wave.
In the present paper we study

the magnetosonic shock wave5"9

propagating in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field by using
a 2-1/2 dimensional electromagnetic particle code10 , with particular
attension to the v p x£ acceleration of the ions at the shock region. A
large-amplitude magnetosonic pulse is excited by a sort of piston
acceleration perpendicular to the magnetic field at time

t=0. The pulse

thus excited develops into a quasi-shock wave. The plasma density and the
magnetic field rise rapidly in the shock region, and they gradually
decrease behind the shock region; they have the saw-tooth structure.
It is interesting to note that the magnetosonic shock wave appears in
a collisionless plasma. Morawetz9 pointed out that shock solutions can be
found in the absence of collisions if there are a number of ions which
bounce off the shock front before passing through the shock. In our case
the VpxB

acceleration of the resonant particles plays a role of

dissipation. If there are no dissipation mechanisms, the pulse would
develops into a soliton" 12 .
The time evolution of the shock wave after the piston acceleration is
totally self-consistent; no external electric fields nor currents are
imposed. It is confirmed

that the propagation velocity of the shock

increases with the strength of pulse. For

the strong pulse, a large

electric potential is formed across the shock region, which results in the
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acceleration of the trapped ions.
In Sec.II, on the basis of the simple nonlinear wave theory for the
cold plasma we derive an expression for the electric potential profile in
terms of the magnetic field and the plasma variables ahead of the shock.
The

potential difference can be quite large compared

to the ion

temperature unless the Alfven Mach number of the nonlinear pulse is too
close to unity. The potential difference is proportional to B 2 . and hence
the Exfi drift velocity of the trapped

ions is proportional

to B. We

describe the simulation model in Sec.III. Simulation results are given in
Sec.IV. It is demonstrated

that the self-consistent

nonlinear

pulse

develops into the quasi-shock wave in a collisionless plasma and that the
nonlinear pulse generates many high-energy ions by the vpxB

acceleration.

Propagation properties of the shock are compared with the nonlinear wave
theory. We summarize our results in Sec.V.

II. Estimation of Electric Field Strength

In this section we calculate the magnitude of the elctric field Ex in
a nonlinear nagnetosonic wave propagating in the direction perpendicular
to the magnetic field. The estimated electric field is very large, which
implies that the vpxB acceleration can occur in the magnetosonic shock
wave (or soliton). The nonlinear magnetosonic wave has been

investigated

theoretically by many authers, and here we follow the simplest method8.
We consider a steady propagation of the nonlinear magnetosonic wave
in a dissipationless cold plasma. We assume that the magnetic field points
in

the

z-direction

and the wave is propagating

in the positive

x-direction. In the wave-frame where the time-derivatives are zero, we
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have the relationship

for the density n and the velocity vx from the

continuity equations for the ions and electrons,
n.jVZj=n\jVij=niv\,

(1)

where the subscript 1 refers to the plasma variables at x=°° , and the j
denotes the ions or the electrons. Quasi neutrality condition leads to the
following equations,
Vxi=vxe-vz.

(2)

It follows from Faraday"s law that the electric field Ey is independent of
x, and is given by
Ey=V]Bi/c,

(3)

where c is the light velocity. The momentum equations and Ampere's law can
be written as.
vxdvx/dx= (q,-/m,- )£i+ (q,-/m.jC )iyB,

(4)

Vxdvyj/dx= (q,-/m,- )Ea- (q,/m,c)VxB,

(5)

Combining these equations, we have the electric field Ex in terms of the
•agnetic field and the quantities ahead of the shock,

Ex=-(dB2/dx)0-(B2-Br)/8xn{mivl)/&m,qi,

(7)

and the ion velocity in the y-direction is
:Ex/B.

(8)
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Integration of Eq.(7) yields the potential difference,
Qi (¥>(X)-PI )=(Mii|i/2) { (1+1/2V5) ( (B/Bi )2-l) -(1/4M§) [ (fi/6, ) 4
-D).

(9)

where va is the Alfven velocity, va=B/(A^nm, ) ' / 2 , and jVa is the Alfven Mach
number, Na=vi/va\ . For the magnetosonic soliton in a cold
8

plasma ,

dissipationless

the ratio of the maximum magnetic field S B to B\ is related to

the Alfven Mach number as 8,/8i =2V a - 1. Substituting this relationship into
Eq.(9) leads to
<!>(?>..-01 )=aitf t£i (M a -1),

(10)

or
qi(«.-Vl)=miigi((B./Bi)-l),

(1CT )

where <p. is the peak value of the potential.
Equation

(9) or (10) indicates that for a low beta plasma where the

ion thermal velocity is much smaller than the Alfven velocity,

vti«va ,

the potential energy formed by the nonlinear magnetosonic wave can be much
larger than the average kinetic energy unless the Alfven Mach number

is

too close to unity.
Since the soliton width is given by8
l)r 1/2 ,

(11)

we have the rough estimation for the magnitude of the electric field Ex as
QiEx^milll (Ma-l )3/2/(c/«pe ).
According to the

(12)

theory by Sugihara and Midzuno1 , if there is an
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electrostatic wave propagating perpendicular to the external magnetic
field with the frequency range of the ion cyclotron frequency a>c; , some
ions with the velocity near the wave phase velocity can be trapped and
strongly accelerated

in the y-direction. The ions will be detrapped when

the velocity becomes of the order of the ExB
(10) or

drift velocity. Equation

(10") implies that the electric potential in the the nonlinear

magnetosonic wave can be large enough to trap the ions. If the

vpxB

acceleration occurs to the trapped ions, the ions will be accelerated up
to
w- (i&/c) (Wa-1 )3/2cope/&)ci+0(vp),

(13)

by the electric field, Eq.(12), of the nonlinear magnetosonic wave. It
should be noted that, since the potential jump is proportional to B 2 , the
E x B drift velocity of the trapped ions is proportional to B.

III. Simulation Model

We use a 2-1/2 dimensional fully relativistic, fully electromagnetic
particle

code.

Spatial variation is allowed only in the x- and

y-directions, with the z-direction being an ignorable coordinate, although
the particles have three velocity components (vx,vu,vz ) . The total grid
size is L x xL y =512d g x32dg , where Ag

is the grid spacing. All lengths and

velocities in the simulations will be normalized

to Ag and ty J, ,

respectively, where sjpe is the spatially averaged plasma frequency. The
system is periodic in the y-direction and is bounded in the x-direction.
The plasma simulation particles are confined in the region 30<x<482, being
specularly reflected at x=30 and x=482.
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When ve solve Poisson's equation

for the electrostatic fields we

assume that there is no charge in the regions x<30 and x>482; i.e.,
plasma

is isolated with vacuum outside13 . For the transverse electric and

magnetic fields, we use an absorbing
plasma

the

region

boundary

condition14 ; outside

the

we have two absorbing regions, 0<x<30 and 482<x<512, where

electromagnetic radiation leaving the plasma region is absorbed. By

these

procedures we avoid the interactions between the left and right sides of
the plasma regions through the vacuum region.
The external magnetic field points in the z-direction
strength. The initial plasma density

is constant

with

constant

in the y-direction

(Fig.l(a)), and depends on x as

rij=no

for
z

rii =noexp (- (z-ii ) /2cf)

for xi<x<rr »

nj=ni

for x r <x<482.

In our simulations the constant no is twice as large as the n\ , no=2ni .
Other parameters d,xi

and xr are 17,67 and 84, respectively. The total

number of the simulation particles is N,=N e =65536.
The
distributed

momentum

components

according

to an

Pa=mjyjV0(a=x,y,or z)

initially

isotropic Maxwellian with average velocity

zero, where y, is the relativistic sauna
particles

are

in the high density region,

=(l-i^/c 2 )' 1/2 . However, for the
30<I<XI

, the x-component of the

momentum Px has the shifted Maxwellian distribution function with positive
average velocity

vps ',

these particles play a role of the piston which

accelerates the particles in the main region, i ( <x<482, and excites

the

shock wave. An example of the ion phase-space plot (x,vx) at t=0 is shown
in Fig.l(b), In this case, the average velocity VpS in the high

density

region is equal to the AlfTen velocity va• The ions and electrons have the
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same average velocity vps . We can change the shock strength by changing
the magnitude of vps .
The simulation parameters are the following. The ion to electron mass
ratio, mi/me , is 50. The light velocity is c=4. The ion temperature
equal to the electron

temperature, 7*i=7e , at

is

t=0, with the electron

1/ 2

thermal velocity TJ7e=(Te/mB) ' =0.5 and the ion thermal velocity

vn=0.07.

The strength of the external magnetic field is chosen so that «ce/cl)pe=0.5,
where ace is the electron cyclotron frequency. For these parameters,

the

beta value of the plasma which is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the
magnetic energy is /Kl/4 , and the Alfven velocity

is ua=0.28. The ion

Larmor radius and the skin depth are pj=7.?, and cA)p<.=4 , respectively.
The electric and magnetic fields are normalized to nte^Jg/e » and the
electric potential is normalized
potential

<p is

expressed

to meU^&^/e
by

, hence the normalized

the unnormalized

z

<p=(e<Pu/Te)(foe/Ag) . In the present case,

(loe/Ag)

2

potential

<pu as

is equal to 0.25,

i.e., if, for instance, the normalized potential is equal to unity, the
potential is 4 timsM as large as the electron temperature.

IV. Simulation Results

In this section we describe the time evolution of the shock and
demonstrate the generation of the high-energy ions in IV.A. We study shock
properties in detail in IV.B.

IV.A

Ion Acceleration by Magnetosonic Shock Wave
We excite a large magnetosonic pulse by the instantaneous piston

acceleration of the plasma; the ions and electrons in the high density
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region, 30<x<xj , have average velocity vps=va at upet=0 , and they push the
plasma

in the main region, xi<x<482, in early phase. In Fig.2 we show the

time evolution of the electron density profile
y-direction

at

time

^(x)

Opet=219, 339, 459,and 579 .

propagating pulse is almost separated from the
profiles

of

the

averaged

pulse

at

By

the

apet=339 , the

high-density

apef=339, 459, and 579

over

have

plasma.
the

The

saw-tooth

structure; the density has the st^ap gradient in the shock front with
width

the

d being about 25, and behind the peak of the density, it decreases

slowly. For this case (vPs=va ) , the
velocity

u=1.45ua,

strong

pulse

propagates

with

the

and with the density perturbation Sn/n-^0.5. Once the

shock is formed, the amplitude and the width are nearly constant.
Figure

3

shows

the

copet=320, and 560 , and

profiles

of

the

magnetic

field

B(x)

at

the electric potential p(x) at apet=339, and 579 .

They are averaged over the

y-direction,

electron

The magnetic field has quite similar structure

plasma

periods.

with the density piofile;
SB/ZK0.5

and

the

the

width

and

perturbation

time-averaged

of

the

over

magnetic

a

few

field

of the shock front is J-^-25. The potential has

large positive value at the peak. It rises rapidly ^a the shock region
an

amount

5<p-^2.A , which

is

about

10

times

as

large

temperature. It is interesting to note that there are two peaks
profiles.

The

profiles

is

oscillate

and

as
in

the

by
ion

these

undergo a damped approach to the

values far behind the shock. This implies that a soliton has changed

into

the quasi-shock as a result of some dissipation7'9 .
In

Fig.4 we show the phase-space plots (x,vx) and (x,vs) at upet =440

for the ions. Near the left boundary of the plasma region,x-^-30 , there are
high-energy

ions. Such high-energy ions exist there because we initially

gave the average velocity Vps to the particles
They

are

oscillating

near

ths

left

boundary.

and the plasma there may be in turbulent state. In
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the shock region, x~250 at «pet=440 , there are ions which are resonantly
interacting with the wave. They are trapped by the large potential in the
shock region and are accelerated in the y-direction (parallel to the wave
front) as well as in the x-direction. The trapped ions gain momentum in
the negative y-direction(Fig.4(b)). The

maximum

velocity

v9i

is

U,i"^-0.6~-2i>ai • We can estimate the electric field £ x from Fig.3 as
Ej-^0.1 , which gives the maximum attainable velocity by the
acceleration

as v B i^c£i/B+0(v p h-0.6.

u p xB

Therefore, our simulation is in

good agreement with the theoretical prediction for the maximum velocity1 .
It is noted

that, since Ez is positive in the shock region, the ExxB

drift is in the negative y-direction, while in the fluid model, the io'
velocity iv,;

is positive and very small as Eq. (8) predicts. Hence, the

generation of the ions with large negative vVi in the simulation is due to
the kinetic effect (the vpxB acceleration).
We show in Fig.5 the ion phase-space plots (vz-,vu) at tine Upet= 0,
and 520. These are the plots of ions which are ,at t=0, in the Bain region
x;<x ; from Fig.5 we have eliminated the ions which are initially in the
region 30<r<Xj with average velocity vx=vps because we are interested

in

the acceleration of ions which are,in average, at rest before the shock
arrives. We clearly see the high-energy ions in Fig.5(b). After

the

detrapping, the high-energy ions rotate on the (vx,vy) plane with the ion
cyclotron frequency with the modulus of the velocity nearly constant. As
the shock propagates, the electric field £ x continues to generate the
high-energy ions as long as the amplitude is large.
In the case of the nagnetosonic shock wave, the vpxB

acceleration

heats the ions mainly as shown in Fig.6 where the kinetic energies of the
ions and electrons are plotted as a function of the time. Here we measured
the kinetic energy of the particles which are initially in the main
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region, xj<x. Atttp<,t=600, the increase in the ion kinetic energy AI<i is
about 8 times as large as the increase in the electron kinetic energy
AKe .

IV.B

Propagation Properties of Shock Wave
We now study the dependence of shock properties on the shock

strength. We show in Fig.7 the (x,t) diagram of the shock front for four
different amplitudes. The slope of the line gives the propagation speed of
the nonlinear pulse. The line a is the theoretical curve for an infinitely
small pulse propagating with the Alfven speed vat . The propagation

speed

is rather constant in time. In the fastest case in Fig.7, the Alfven Mach
number. At,, is A/a=1.57. The shock shown in the previous figures, Figs,2-6,
is the second fastest case with A/a=1.45.
In Fig.8 we plot the amplitude of the pulse as a function of the Mach
number Ma. The white circles show the ratio of the maximum magnetic field
strength to the magnetic field strength ahead of the shock, 6»/Bi ,
observed in the simulation, and the triangles denote the ratio of the
maximum density to the density ahead of the shock, n./n\ . The line s is
the theoretical curve for the nagnetosonic soliton, B,/B|=2Va-l , in a cold
plasma, while the line M

is obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relation

of the shock theory for the low beta plasma,
B,/Bi=n./ni=8/ il+5/^/a+ [ (l+5/2Ma)2+8/AJU

1/2

} .

(14^

The observed magnetic field ratio takes almost the same value with the
density

ratio, and they are between the Rankine-Hugoniot curve and the

soliton curve. If we take into account the effects of the plasma pressure,
the theoretical curve s for the soliton may be closer to tbe simulation
data. Since the beta value is about 1/4, the speed of the infinitely small
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pulse may be (1.2-1.3)Ma.
The theoretical soliton width of the cold plasma is given by Eq.(ll).
According to the kinetic theory"'12 , the soliton width is multiplied by
(l + (mi/16nie)/3i)I/2

or by

(l-3ft>/4)1/2, depending on the amplitude. In our

simulations, the mass ratio is m;/in>=50 , and the beta value is /S;=ft,=O. 13 ,
hence these factors are near unity; the kinetic and fluid theories give
almost the same value for the width. Hence we compare our simulation
result with Eq.(ll). As we have seen in Figs.2-3, the scale length of the
shock fiont is much smaller than the one behind the peak of the pulse. We
measure the width of the front of the pulse. In Fig.9 the shock width thus
measured is plotted as a function of the shock strength, Ma-\ . The shock
width A

scales as

{Ma-\)'uz

as predicted by Eq. (11). The value is,

however, about 6 times as large the one given by Eq.(ll). One reason may
be

that

the

ion Larinor radius is larger than the skin depth,

Pi/(c/upe)=l .8 , in our simulations.
We show in Fig. 10 the potential difference, &t>=V*-'!>\ > as a function
of the magnetic field jump, B,/B| . The white circles are the simulation
results, and the solid line is the theoretical curve tor the soliton,
Eq.(lO'). The observed potential &p increases proportionally to the pulse
strength S,/8| , and is in very good agreement with the theory. For the
case of S»/B|=1.75, the potential difference &p is 3.35, i.e., the
potential energy is about 13 times as large as the initial

ion

temperature.
As we have seen in Eq.<12), the electric field strength is strongly
dependent on the shock strength. Therefore the number of the high-energy
ions increases rapidly with the shock strength. Figure 11 shows the ion
phase-space plots (x,Vj,) and (vx,vy)
(Figs.11(a)

and

(b))

and

for

for the weak pulse with Ma=1.23
the
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strong

shock with Na=\.57

(Figs.ll(d)-(f)). For the weak shock case, we find no trapped

ions in

Fig.11(a), and hence there are no high-energy ions in the phase-space plot
(vz,vu) inFig.ll(b). On the other hand, the strong shock

reasonantly

interacts with many ions (Fig.11(c)), and generates high-energy ions as
shown in Figs.11(d)-(f). The high-energy ions with positive vz
left plasma boundary

in Fig.11(c) exist because the particles in the

region 30<i<xi had the average velocity vps
interested

near the

at

t=0. Since we are not

in those particles, the ions which are initially in the region

30<x<X( are eliminated from Figs.ll(b) and

(d)-(f) as in Fig.5. The

trapped ions are accelerated in the positive x- and negative y- direction.
After they are detrapped, they rotate clockwise on the (vx,vu) plane. The
high-energy

ions form fan-shaped

distribution on the

<Figs.ll(d)-(e)). Since the high-energy ions are generated
the fan-shaped area of the high-energy

(vz,vy)

plane

continuously,

ions increases gradually, and

eventually becomes a circle in a few ion cyclotron periods (Fig.ll<f)). In
this strong shock case, the radius of the circle of the high-energy ions
on the (Vz.fy) plane is about 0.75, which is about 10 times as large as
the initial ion thermal velocity, vti=0.07 , and 2.7 times as large as the
Alfven velocity, va=0.28.

V. Summary

He have studied

the v*,xB acceleration

of the ions

by

the

•agnetosonic shock wave propagating in the direction perpendicular to the
•agnetic field by using the 2-1/2 dimensional

fully relativistic, and

fully electromagnetic particle code. Simulation results are compared with
the theory in detail. It is found that the simple nonlinear wave theory
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based on the cold plasma model well describes the propagation properties
of the nonlinear pulse except for the effects of the resonant particles.
In particular the potential difference in the nonlinear magnetosonic pulse
is derived theretically in terms of the magnetic field and the plasma
variables ahead of the shock. The potential difference can be quite large
compared with the ion temperature. Since the
proportional

2

to B , the E*B

potential

jump

is

drift velocity of the trapped ions is

proportional to B. The magnitude of the potential difference observed

in

the simulation is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction.
The pulse is excited by the instantaneous piston acceleration in the
simulation. We impose no external currents or electric fields to sustain
the pulse propagation, hence the evolution of the wave is totally
self-consistent.
It is demonstrated that the self-consistent magnetosonic pulse with
large amplitude can give rise to the vpxB acceleration of the ions. The
large amplitude pulse traps some ions and strongly accelerates them in the
direction parallel to the wave front. The ions are detrapped when their
velocities become of the order of the sum of the £ x B drift velocity and
the wave phase velocity. Because of the ion heating by this mechanism, the
pulse develops into the magnetosonic shock wave in a collisionless plasma.
The plasma variables such as the magnetic field and the plasma density
have the saw-tooth structure.
In our case the shock is formed in a collisionless plasma by the
dissipation due to the vpxB acceleration not by the anomalous resistivity
arising from micro-instabilities. The plasma was stable against

the

micro-instabilities in the shock region. One reason for the stability may
be that perturbations with finite fcz (fc2B#O) are inhibited in our

2-1/2

dimensional rodel. Hence the dangerous modes such as the lower hybrid
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drift instability can not grow,15
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Figure Captions

Fig.l

Initial plasma density profile and ion phase-space plot

(x,vx).

The particles in the high-density region have the average velocity
ups at t=0.
Fig.2

Time evolution of electron density profile. The pulse propagating
in the positive x-direction develops into the shock.

Fig.3

Profiles of the magnetic field at u pe t= 320 and 560, and the
electric potential at a^t = 339 and 579. Two peaks are seen in the
quasi-shock form.

Fig. 4

Ion phase-space plots

(x,vz) and

(x,vv).

Resonant

ions are

accelerated in the shock region x-^-250 .
Fxg.5

Ion phase-space plots (vz,vy) at ap<,t = 0 and 520. The high-energy
ions are being generated.

Fig.6

Time variation of ion and electron kinetic energies. The vpxB
acceleration heats the ions mainly.

Fig.7

(x,t) diagram for the nonlinear pulse. The line a is for the
infinitely small pulse with propagation speed va\ .

Fig.8

Pulse amplitude versus propagation speed. The line s is the
theoretical curve for the soliton in a cold plasma, and the line
RH is the Rankine-Hugoniot relation for the low beta plasma.

Fig.9

Pulse width versus pulse strength. Width varies with (Ma-1 )" 1/2 •

Fig.10 Potential difference versus magnetic field jump. The solid line is
the theoretical curve for the soliton in a cold plasma.
Fig. 11 Ion Phase space-plots for weak pulse ((a) and (b)), and for strong
pulse

((c)-(f)). For the weak pulse with B,/B|=1.17, no resonant

ions are found. For the strong pulse with B,/B|=1.75, many
high-energy ions are generated.
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